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BRYSTON BHA-1 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER
Vipers
Well at long last at a Bryston day at PMC on Monday I actually got to hear the BHA-1.
To say I was impressed was an understatement, I'm so used to my Grado PS1000's
using the SP3 headphone out, which sounds fantastic, but I really wasn't prepared for
how much better they were going to sound using the BHA-1, basically the Grado's just
came alive, it does make you wonder how many people own good headphones and
never unlock their true potential.
Using the BHA-1 just gave more drive at the bottom end, but kept the control so the
bass was tight, powerful and detailed, but for me it was the mid/treble that just went on
to another level, I know the Grado's are good and I'd heard them described before as
the only Dynamic headphone to take the battle to Stax but on previous comparisons I
still felt that the Stax headphones had the edge with overall detail and clarity, I'd love to
do that comparison again now using the BHA-1 to drive the PS's as I was amazed how
much cleaner the presentation was and the overall insight into the recording, I feel that
the BHA-1 was really driving the Grado's to their max, obviously I'd have loved to have
spent longer with the BHA-1 to get a 100% conclusion but early impressions are looking
extremely favorable .
I had to wait a long time to get to hear the BHA-1 and it certainly did not disappoint,
another high class product from Bryston, the only problem I can see is that I'm still
waiting for mine, come on James get another shipment over to the UK ASAP!

